KL Full Moon Hash House Harriers
Run Report
Run: 298
Date: 14th Aug 2016
Hare: Rob & Liz Mulliss
Site: Saujana Utama

At 5.30 pm our rather befuddled GM called the pack to order and we strolled back
down the road on which we had come and right into the flat section of the Elmina
Estate. The short cutters quickly concluded it would be a clockwise run and planned
accordingly.
Those who had broken into a blistering trot soon arrived at the first check that was
quickly broken forwards, deeper into the estate. The next check was similar, but
broken to the left and from there the trail led us, via a huge circular, to Check 3. This
was broken close to the estate ‘kampong’ and from here we headed towards the
pumping station and Check 4. Surprise! We didn’t go to the pumping station but to
the right and we headed up in the hills (alive with the sound of music?). The paper
then led over a ridge and down to Check 5, which was close to the power lines. It
was broken back into the hills and over another ridge to give is a fine view of the
devastated plantation – all in the name of progress! The last check was further along
the top of this ridge and the hares thoughtfully brought us ‘home’ down an
impossible limestone scree that wouldn’t look out of place on Everest.
The run was some 6 km long and almost all of the pack of 50+ returned within 75
minutes. Back at the run site we were again treated to snacks and of course Ramli’s
beer.
Our GM kicked off the circle at about 7.45 pm and reminded us of the Pub Crawl
Run (No. 300 on 16th Oct) in 2 weeks’ time and so, still befuddled, he was downdowned to clear his head. There was also a reminder of the Belgian King’s Day Run
on13th November.
There followed numerous charges (some on ice) including:







The hares for setting a good run and being last minute volunteers.
The befuddled GM for thinking he was on the SHOT hash and also for
arranging a nice, sunny evening.
Three Full Moon virgins, one young lady being ‘under age’ and another on her
first ever Hash run.
Roger ‘the drone’ for buzzing Malindo and Firefly aircraft
Russel’s brother for something or other and Don Cheng for being ‘low tec.’
Roger and Walking Tall for being front runners – thanks to the circular.







Iris for falling down a mountain and receiving CPR from Passcuran and
Gordon. She was later anointed with the Hash name “Arse Over Tit”.
Passcuran for going to the wrong run site (Denai Alam).
Aileen for posting a video on Facebook of her doing press-ups to improve her
bust..
Win Chew for leaving (with the appropriate song).
Numerous guests including Crusty Nuts, Opera, Gordon, Nigel and others.

John Lavelle then instructed Rajesh, our Air Asia representative, that the run was
free but he had to pay RM 10 to park his car close to the beer wagon (RM 5 further
away), RM 10 for each beer he consumed, RM 5 to sit down at the circle, etc., etc.
The charges then continued with:



Rajesh for ignoring his wife’s plight when she fell off the mountain and
describing here as a tough ‘mountain woman’.
Rajesh for trying to get PH3’s GM hooked up with his friend at the Backyard
last night.

The circle closed with various announcements including;




Next month’s run will be set by the Klang H3 at Cahaya SPK
There are competitive MAS flights available for the next SHOT Hash in
Hyderabad, India in December.
Some 900 people have already registered for the Mother Hash’s 80th
anniversary and the closing date for the early bird price of RM 350 has been
extended to the end of 2016. The Full Moon Hash will host the Ballbreaker
run.

With that, the hare issued directions to the on-on at the Heng Hin restaurant in
Raman Putra

Thanks to the Hares for another fantastic Full Moon event.

